
 

Sweetiee Weds NRI Blu-ray 1080p Movies

I can't get over how cool these are. The sound is great and the special features are awesome. This is a great collection to add to anyone's blu-ray collection. For the price, you can't go wrong, I just wish they had more of them. Now this is a good bargain. I love the collection because I can show other people in my club and
have them see what I like. I have a ton of these movies and many are new to me. Some of the background trivia is fun. This is a fairly entertaining movie that while filled with a bunch of action sequences has plenty of romantic tension. I never realized until watching it now how many romance sub-plots there are in

movies. The lack of supplemental features isn't going to be a deal-breaker, but it's a bit shocking how Criterion didn't include a DVD copy of the film with this release. I'm still trying to get over the fact that they didn't use the DVD release from 2000 as the basis for this Blu-ray release, even with an all new restoration. A
transfer is a transfer, and Criterion's release is easily the best here by far. The occasional canted camera or paused scene is mild, but the strong black levels and jaw-dropping color help make up for it. The audio is terrific as well with a DTS-HD Master Audio 5.1 audio mix that sounds extremely crisp and powerful. The

extras are also above average and pretty much one of the best collections of extras of this type for either Blu-ray or DVD. It's simple, it's clean, and it's a pretty good example of what Criterion does best. It's not a particularly exciting entry on Blu-ray, but this Criterion set is perfectly serviceable for those who want a tidy
set of extras and a solid presentation of an '80s cult film that has some insane wild moments.
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i ordered the disc. the new restoration is quite good. but it wasn't the first time criterion did this. it does look better than the previous blu-ray. when i watched the film on criterion's previous blu-ray, i was disappointed. i am a huge fan of this film, so it must be the restoration. the 1080p transfer is superb! thanks for
posting. the previous criterion blu-ray of in the realm of the senses has a really disappointing transfer, so i'm hoping this new criterion one has improved the quality. i'll probably keep ordering from criterion as long as they are willing to offer me the best quality they have. good luck! i just picked up my criterion blu-ray of
in the realm of the senses the other day after having it for many years. the transfer is much, much better than the previous blu-ray of this film i had. the previous one was a limited release, so i hope the new criterion one is a full-frame release. it looks great. i hope criterion continues releasing excellent blu-rays in 4k. i

have vhs, and it was pretty bad when i first saw it. i thought it was an excellent film! i've watched it on criterion's new blu-ray transfer, and it's still good, but not as good as the vhs. i've ordered this new criterion blu-ray, and i hope that the new transfer is better. in the realm of the senses is one of the best films i've ever
seen! i got it. i have the vhs but i didn't think it looked good. i'll be checking out the new criterion blu-ray of this film. i'm also getting in the realm of the senses. i wish criterion did more reviews on their previous blu-ray releases. 5ec8ef588b
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